
s11cku-s1un 01soenser 
e OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

If you have shipping damage, file a claim with the responsible carrier 
promptly. 

THE F0LLO,HNG INf0Rr.1ATI0N 1-HLL HELP YOU UT'lJERSTAND AND OPERATE YOUR DISPENSER. 

f'Rirf.ING. The idea in priming is to get the air out of the system and the 
resin in. Fill the hardener reservoir first since it may be the 

more'difficult to prime. Hold the hardener shipping can under the spout.to 
prevent waste and mess. Operate the handle. 10 or 20 times should produce 
hardener at the outlet. If not, use a dowel to hold down the in.take valve 
head inside the reservoir while the operating handle is slowly depressed a 
few times. This will allow the escape of trapped air and the pump will begin 
to work. After the hardener side is working, fill the resin side. Two or 
three strokes will usually prime the resin side. 
RATIO CHECK. It is a good idea to verify that the dispenser is d.elivering 

its intended ratio. The resin and hardener can be compared by 
volume or wei~ht. Find out from your resin supplier exactly what the @i. its 
are for his r~sin, in volume or weight. Generally, if the ratio.delive id by 
the dis pens er varies from. the res in spec. by more than 10%, the, mixtg'1 · _. 
not harden properly. Ratios are not checked at the factory but sho~ be·, 
checked by the user for the followi~ reasons. , ·~· · : ,, 

L Testing of initial production runs detected no pumps with faulty ratios.~ 
a 2. ,vetting the pumps with resin makes shipping messy. . ... ti 
W J •. The resins may dry out or react in the high temperatures occasionally 

encountered in shipping and storage. 
4. There may be shipping damage. . 
5. The user should verify that his operating speed is within the ope;_.p.iJ,g 

range of the pump. f 
6. Testing adds several dollars to the cost. · . • 

RESIN CHECK. A good practical test of resin curing is to press a knife . ' 
point against hardened material left in the mixing cup.· . 

Hardness equals strength. If the ratio, mixing, and curing are proper, the 
material will be hard. If the material shows any sign of softness, the 
reason should be found or joints and coatings won,t have full strength. 

SPEED OF OPERATION. The dispenser is designed to be operated at any 
comfortable or reasonable speed, either full or part 

stroke. (~odel D, 1 to 1 ratio dispensers are full stroke only). There .is, 
however, a maximum speed above which the resin will not follow the pistons· 
on the intake stroke. when this happens metering can be inaccurate. Except 
for low temperatures, when the resin is thickened, the critical operating 
speed will probably not be exceeded. During your ratio check you should 
operate the dispenser as you intend to, or at the highest speed you are 
likely to use. If the metering is inaccurate, either slow down or allow a 
1/10 to 1/2 second dwell at the bottom of the stroke to allow the resin to 
catch up to the piston. 

OPERATION. r,;aintain a minimum of. one inch of material above the valve in 
~ the reservoir to prevent air ~ro~~~eirgctrawn into the system. 
Won't leave your dispenser in the sun, "&:. · ·~ta resin cure or thickening. 

Oil the pivot and connecting lin~ · _ d pistons, but do not oil ' 
the pistons in the seal .area. ' - .,,-X:-~s ~,lubricated and should 
pass a few drops per hundred s"'· · : Vs ).ye~es·, ·:'" hardener, or silicone 
grease for lubrication. Do no""t ,5 ,·etrgieum 1:>a1;1ed: .fials, they will 
ctamage the seals .. · ' · -· 

..... 


